





	Officers are carrying out hot spot patrols in relation to: 
	STATISTICS: 
	SUFFOLK POLICE AND CRIME PLAN PRIORITIES: 
	FUTURE EVENTS SNT officers will be attending engagements subject to operational commitments with Mildenhall police cadets on 7th 14th 21st 28th January dedicated town centre patrols Mildenhall on the 13th Speed enforcement across the SNT area during the course of the month and parking enforcement in local issue areas across the month: 
	 FURTHER INFORMATION Across the whole of Suffolk there has been an increase in Domestic Burglaries and as weve mentioned before conditions for this specific crime are better suited to the winter months with short days and longer nights it is easy to identify premises that may be vacant due to occupants being at work It is fair to say that our criminal fraternity are prepared to travel in order to commit their crimes and in many cases this has proven to be the case Every year the New Year arrives brimming with possibilities and Suffolk Police are reminding people to include security resolutions as part of their 2017 goals The New Year encourages many of us to vow to quit our vices eat better and improve finances but what about your home As the saying goes home is where your heart is and officers are urging the public to put more efforts into making it safe and secure Most burglaries are committed by opportunistic criminals who happen to see insecure premises where they can help themselves Intruders will look for the best opportunity to break into a property some will scope out an address first so officers are urging residents to ensure their home looks occupied that hedges which might conceal a thief are kept trimmed and that there are no tools accessible that might aid an intruder to gain access Remember to safeguard your keys as part of your home security measures Every year police are handed thousands of lost keys which cannot be returned to their rightful owner as theres no way to identify them Suffolk Constabularys SAFEKey initiative works to remedy this and operating across the UK and the EU provides members with a branded key fob inscribed with a unique reference number to identify them as the key holder at a small cost of just 1 per month The money generated is driven back into the community to support projects and schemes as per the Police and Crime Commissioners objectives To find out more please visit wwwsuffolksafekeyorguk: 
	THIS SNT COVERS THE PARISHES OF Mildenhall Cavenham Higham Tuddenham lcklingham Gazeley Barton Mills Worlington Freckenham Red Lodge Herringswell Kentford Dalham: 


